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PREFACE

CORPORATE ENTREPRENEUR COMMUNITY

THANK YOU

Thank you to all of the attendees of our spring Corporate
Entrepreneur Community meeting.
The corporate ecosystem continues to evolve:
New
technologies, a dispersed workforce, accelerated disruption
and the new demands of a post-covid world.
It has brightened the spotlight on corporate innovators as they
and their teams are tasked with building the new-new: New
products, platforms, businesses and new ways of working.
So our focus for this meeting was how we are doing just that.
How we, as innovation leaders, are building the new so that
our companies are as relevant in the future as they’ve been
since their founding. Which goes back to 1792 in the case
of member ALM Brand. (Fun fact – Vanguard is the youngest
CEC member company, 46 years old, founded in 1975).
This meeting proved to be particularly valuable as we
exchanged ideas and shared our experiences around the real
work we are doing. The sessions were engaging and explored
important topics directly relevant to our roles today.
As a reminder, a few of our members
have participated in Steve’s podcast,
You’ve Been Disrupted. The most recent
episodes featuring Marvin Gross from HP
and Jean Vernor from Munich Re have
been added and can be found here:
You’ve Been Disrupted.
Again, thank you to each of our members for your contributions
to our discussions and for your continued support of the
Corporate Entrepreneur Community.
We look forward to seeing everyone soon.

STEVE LIGUORI & ERIC RIES
Co-Founders of the CEC
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SESSION 1

CORPORATE INNOVATION:

MEMBER LED DISCUSSION
Our Corporate Entrepreneur Community roundtable discussions are the foundation of our
CEC meetings. It is our special opportunity to engage with each other, in an unjudged,
open forum.
In this session, each member company candidly shared with the community the state of their
Innovation program, recent leadership and organizational changes and their commercial
successes – with feedback and insights from other members.
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The full meeting recap is available to members only.

